The TAG Studio
For 20 years, TAG Galyean, NCARB, AIA, RIBA, ASLA, IIDA is an award-winning
Master Designer with 40 years of architectural, landscape and interior

the passion of TAG design expertise acquired at leading, independent luxury resorts in the
United States. TAG is the founder and Master Design conceptualist of

Studio has been TAG Studio in West Virginia, a family of resort design professionals.
designing for the
luxury resort world.

Galyean is best known for combining innovative and visionary design
principles with a comprehensive understanding of the resort industry.
TAG has garnered wide acclaim for his exceptional and diverse pool

Our experience allows and spa designs for The Lodge at Pebble Beach, The Greenbrier
Hotel, Turnberry Isle Resort, The Hotel Hershey, Laquinta Resort and

us to understand the Club, The Spa at Coeur d’Alene and The Broadmoor Hotel. He is well
known for his Master Designer role leading the design team for the

needs of the owner Broadmoor’s twelve year rise to become the only independent ﬁvestar, ﬁve-diamond resort in the United States. TAG was also the Master

and to design to their Designer for all Hershey Resort and Golf properties and is responsible
for the design of their famous chocolate spa treatments.

individual personality.
We take great pride in
our personal service, our

TAG received NCARB certiﬁcation in 1971. He attended Stanford
University and Pratt Institute and received a bachelor of architecture
degree with honors, followed by graduate coursework at New York
University’s Real Estate Institute. He has served as Governor of

ability to communicate Cranbrook Schools, thesis advisor at MIT, Resort Master Plan speaker
for the Harvard University Graduate School of Design, guest lecturer

well with clients and for at the Cornell School of Hotel Administration, and served as a judge
for the Gold Key Awards. TAG was also the 1998 Hospitality Design

being on-time and Platinum Circle Award recipient. TAG resides in Lewisburg, West
Virginia where he is an active and important part of the Greenbrier

on-budget. Valley community, including serving as President for the Lewisburg
Foundation, a non-proﬁt organization committed to preserving and
beautifying the historical city.
TAG also operates TAG Interiors. TAG Interiors is one of the nation’s
leading full service interior design ﬁrms specializing in Resort
Residential properties. Services include interior architecture, interior
design, purchasing, and installation.
TAG Studio
219 E. Washington Street
Lewisburg, WV 24901
304.647.3520 tel
304.647.3523 fax
www.tagstudio.com
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